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\[ \text{Soprano: } \text{Alto: } \text{Tenor: } \text{Bass: } \text{Piano: } \]
Our land a-boundns in nature's gifts Of beauty rich and rare; In

Our land a-boundns in nature's gifts Of beauty rich and rare; In

Our land a-boundns in nature's gifts Of beauty rich and rare; In

Our land a-boundns in nature's gifts Of beauty rich and rare; In

Our land a-boundns in nature's gifts Of beauty rich and rare; In

Our land a-boundns in nature's gifts Of beauty rich and rare; In

Our land a-boundns in nature's gifts Of beauty rich and rare; In

Our land a-boundns in nature's gifts Of beauty rich and rare; In

Our land a-boundns in nature's gifts Of beauty rich and rare; In
his - tory's page, let ev - ery stage Ad - vance Aus - tra - lia Fair. In

joy - ful strains then let us sing Ad - vance Aus - tra - lia Fair.
Beneath our radiant Southern Cross We'll toil with hearts and hands; To make this Commonwealth of ours Renowned of all the
Australian National Anthem

For those who've come across the seas We've boundless plains to share; With courage let us all combine To Advance Australia
Fair In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

Fair In joyful strains then let sing, Ad-

Fair In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

Fair In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

Fair In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-

In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad-